Size and charge characterization of polymeric drug delivery systems by Taylor dispersion analysis and capillary electrophoresis.
In this work, Taylor dispersion analysis and capillary electrophoresis were used to characterize the size and charge of polymeric drug delivery nanogels based on polyglutamate chains grafted with hydrophobic groups of vitamin E. The hydrophobic vitamin E groups self-associate in water to form small hydrophobic nanodomains that can incorporate small drugs or therapeutic proteins. Taylor dispersion analysis is well suited to determine the weight average hydrodynamic radius of nanomaterials and to get information on the size polydispersity of polymeric samples. The effective charge was determined either from electrophoretic mobility and hydrodynamic radius using electrophoretic modeling (three different approaches were compared), or by indirect UV detection in capillary electrophoresis. The influence of vitamin E hydrophobicity on the polymer effective charge has been studied. The presence of vitamin E leads to a drastic decrease in polymer effective charge in comparison to non-modified polyglutamate. Finally, the electrophoretic behavior of polyglutamate backbone grafted with hydrophobic vitamin E (pGVE) nanogels according to the ionic strength was investigated using the recently proposed slope plot approach. It was deduced that the pGVE nanogels behave electrophoretically as polyelectrolytes which is in good agreement with the high water content of the nanogels.